
48”x24”x12” 60 Gallon V2 Instructions
**You must assemble this enclosure on a hard surface, this

will not assemble correctly on carpet. When hammering all
corners, try to make seams as tight as possible**

Step 1: Remove film from all Panels, Substrate Panel and Glass Doors
All of these parts have a film on each side that will need removed

Step 2: Set the Bottom Assembly on a hard surface with the Logo facing the
front.From there, you will attach the Back Bars (Part E) to the back

connectors.



Step 3: Attach the Front Bars (Part F) to the Front Connectors of the enclosure.
Make sure the double tracks are in the front.

Step 4: Insert the Side Panels (Part C) and Back Panel (Part D) in the tracks of
the bars.

Step 5: Insert the Substrate Barrier Tracks (Part J). There are 3 tracks needed.
These tracks have 2 sticky sides and 1 non sticky side.



Remove the backing and side from the tracks, exposing the sticky tape. Place
these evenly inside the enclosure. These will rest behind the double sided

glass door track. Pictured below:

Step 6: Insert the Thin Rubber Door Strip (Part I) into the bottom glass door
tracks. Insert by putting the strip in sideways and then allowing it to fall into

place.

Step 7: Install the Cable Ports (Part O) into the Side Panels.
These unscrew into 2 parts. Place the covered part on the exterior of the cage
and the open part on the inside. Line up the 2 parts and screw them together.



Step 8: Place the Substrate Barrier (Part G) in place. This will sit in the tracks
that were installed in step 5.

Step 9: Install Top Screen (Part A)
Place the Top Screen on the enclosure, making sure the “This is the Back”

sticker is in the back & lining up all 4 corners. Then alternate hammering each
corner to make sure the Top goes in evenly.



Step 10: Attach Handles to the Glass Doors. This step includes the Rubber
Door Protector (Part L), Black Screws (Part M) and Door Handles (Part K).

Install in the following order, making sure the handles are on the outside of
each door:
1. Handle

2. Rubber Protector
3. Glass Door

4. Rubber Protector
5. Screw

*Do not over tighten the screws! This can cause them to break*

Step 11: Install the Glass Doors
Making sure your handles are facing out, align one glass door in the top track,
press it up and place the bottom into the bottom track. Take the second Glass
door and follow the same steps. Make sure one door goes in the back track

and one goes in the front track.


